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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z14C9n8XGCQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z14C9n8XGCQ
http://castle.eiu.edu/~wow/tjmain.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z14C9n8XGCQ
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Prior to 1976 the FDA had labeled acupuncture as experimental ant proven to be medicine. 

Even though acupuncture was over 5,000 years old had medical schools when the British were 

hiding in caves and painting themselves blue, while in America the Indians were largely hunters 

and gatherers trading beads. Because Acupuncture is drugless therapy it is frowned on by the 

Drug companies and their junk yard watch dog the FDA who protect the Drug companies.  

In 1976 the US lawmakers mandated FDA registration for all medical devices manufactured or 

sold in America. Any Medical Device in the marketplace before 1976 was to be grand fathered 

into registration. Acupuncture needles were not allowed in. Dr Nelson (Now Prof Desire’ 

Dubounet) fought to correct this wrong. Certain nefarious forces in the FDA used their rouge 

agents to stop him. Sworn on the Alter movie is the completely True Story of How those forces 

in the FDA conspired against and attacked Dr. Nelson. But with the help of God, the judge and 

Thomas Jefferson the wrong is righted and acupuncture become legal medicine in the US. This 

is a classic court room drama of the struggle of wrong versus right. Truthful and INSIGHTFUL 

Desire’ Dubounet wrote a book in 1985 that proved that ‘a SINthetic anything is an insult to the 

body’. This made the largest financial force on the planet the SINthetic Drug (Big Pharma) very 

angry. Desire’ took Harry S Truman to court posthumously for the War Crimes of dropping 

bombs on innocent women and children. Desire’ broke up an international pedophile ring 

catering to the Ultra-Rich. In fact Desire’ constant attacks and expose’ of the Ultra-Rich has 

made her a target. The FDA rouge agents in 1995 trumped up charges against Desire’ to stop 

her 510k from registering Acupuncture needles as medical devices. In 1996 Federal Judge 

Matsch made the FDA drop their case. Two weeks later the restrictions lifted on her 510k, 

acupuncture needles were made real medical devices in the USA as Desire’ had defeated the 

FDA rouge agents. Desire’ was key in making Acupuncture real medical technology.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z14C9n8XGCQ
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http://www.downloads.imune.net/journals/1993 Updated Evidence of Acupuncture/pdf/510 (k) Notification - Acupuncture Needle.pdf
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http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-24-3 Electro-Acupuncture with Energetic Cybernetic Therapy.pdf
http://www.imune.net
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z14C9n8XGCQ
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Acupuncture in Cancer Treatment -- a review of studies.pdf
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http://indigoquantumbiofeedback.com
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